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OVERVIEW: Luxury Investments consists as well as a multitude of company subsidiaries
around the world. of: LI Entertainment, LI Corporate, Luxurious Shop, 12Nine Films, and L.I.
Contracting. This area is designed to explain, in brief, what the company consists of.
DESCRIPTION: Luxury Investments' is an Umbrella Corporation acting as the Mother
Organization to all Sub Entities under the L.I. Acronym. L.I. Corporate, the Acronym for Luxury
Investments, will be focused on all Legal matters for the L.I. Franchise, acting as the main
corporation and will sell services to individuals that would like to Incorporate or legalize any
business that they have and/or need legal advice from our certified staff
MISSION STATEMENT: Luxury Investments' is the trustworthy corporation for all Small
Business and Family Oriented Organizations. One Company for One World to be a One Stop
Shop with Affordable Rates in all fields. With the Monetary and Educational backing from
Certified and Diploma holding staff, we will bring our expertise to help every client exceed their
expectations for their Organizations.
COMPANY GOALS: Luxury Investments Goal in General is to be a Household name by the
year of 2016. It should be incorporated in an everyday lifestyle and the Brand of Luxury
Investments will be implemented into the everyday Society of Americanized living culture all
over the world. Luxury Investments objectives are to Branch into the mainstream media by 2014.
Bringing in profits from all aspects of the L.I. Franchise, we shall create a worldwide campaign
to the consumers, bringing forth a new idea and mind frame for people to live “the L.I. Way.”
We have a quota of 11.5 million dollars in profitable Net Sales for each year bringing the
company 46 Million dollars in a 4 year frame, allowing it to be a leading competitor in the Stock
Market as a Neo structured business. Our goal is for the Customer to know that they are Number
1 in our plans and we treat every consumer with the respect they deserve. “Customer Satisfaction
Guaranteed
BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY: To maintain a sense of Integrity and Morality within all our
Industries, for the Luxury Investments Image and for our clients’ well-being, while maintaining
that very same standard in every Sub-Entity.
OUR SERVICES AND PRODUCTS: As a Corporate Entity will be available to everyone that
can afford our asking price. We are looking to deal with Entrepreneurial individuals. Please
email admin@lifranchise.com if you are interested in contracting through the company.

CONTACT: If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact us at:
Contact Page: Click Here
Email: info@lifranchise.com
Phone: (855) 542-6770
Fax:

(855) 542-6771 or

Slow Mail:

LI Franchise Administrative Services
7 Elizabeth Street Suite C-4,
New York, NY 10013

